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Ministers Need Goals
Credibility Gaps in Religion
Rule of Faith Averts Violence
Peace Symbol:
Demonic or
Christian?

From the Editor

CONTENTS
Editorial

September 13 has been designated as Ministerial Training Sunday. The
editorial and first article recognize this emphasis.
MINISTERS AND PASTORS-The term "minister" is a broad one-indeed
a term that should be descriptive of all Christians. The term "pastor" is a
more restricted word. Although we all should be ministers not all are pastors.
To understand this difference and the proper role of each has been a matter
of concern and study by the alert pastor and congregation and as well by the
wider church community.
MINISTERS NEED GOALS-A pastor states his concept of his role and the
standards he has set for himself. My memory fails as to who it was that said:
"The ten hardest working men in England are pastors and the ten laziest."
This rather broad generalization does suggest the need for goals and
self-discipline.
CREDIBILITY GAPS IN RELIGION-One of the benefits of belonging to
the Evangelical Press Association is the opportunity to have access to
manuscripts and writers which would not otherwise be available to us. The
article by Louis Cassels is such an article. Mr. Cassels' feature articles appear
in most metropolitan papers and are no doubt read by many of the readers of
the Visitor. In this article he may be somewhat controversial. It is hoped that
it will stimulate reaction and provide the basis for some group discussions.
"RULE OF FAITH" AVERTS VIOLENCE: Messiah College is one of the
avenues of mission for the denomination. It serves our youth. It is a Christian
witness to the geographical and academic communities. It is gratifying to
learn that there is communication between the college and the community. In
this article a staff writer for one of the Harrisburg papers reports on the
witness of the College.
JAPANESE MISSIONARY-In the July 14, 1969 issue of the Visitor we
reported on the interest of the African church in an outreach ministry that
would bridge national boundaries. Now we learn of the same concern of the
church in Japan. This young and vital church is sending out its first overseas
missionary.
OTHER SHEEP—Grace Holland recounts for our readers an interesting and
inspiring account of the power of the Holy Spirit and the Gospel to maintain
a church isolated from missionaries and other Christians.
WHAT DOES YOUR SON THINK OF HIMSELF? The parental influence
on children in the area of character has long been recognized. In this Home
Page article we are reminded that parents—and in fact all members of the
family—influence not only character but personalities by attitudes shown and
methods of training used in the home.
URBANA '70 -It will be "I'll see you in Urbana during the Christmas
holidays," for more than 7000 young people as Inter-Varsity holds its Ninth
Missionary Convention. The Youth Page is devoted to this event.
PEACE SYMBOL: DEMONIC OR CHRISTIAN? Numerous influences bear
upon the denomination and an editor must decide when these are of
sufficient consequence to warrant comment. Many are of only passing
interest.
Comments which we received both by letter and in person have caused us
to comment on the current attitudes towards the popular peace symbol. It
seemed particularly appropriate to comment on this issue since the Brethren
in Christ have a deep commitment to peace and to Christ's expectation that
His followers would be peacemakers. What should have united us has tended
to polarize us with strong feelings pro and con. The editor used the Between
Brethren feature to hopefully correct some misconceptions that have
surrounded the symbol as well as some suggestions relating to our desire for
peace.
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Editorial
Ministers and Pastors
A number of years ago I was located in a community
where the Catholic priest was an influential and well-loved
personage. He was commonly and affectionately referred to
as "the padre." Even now my Catholic friends speak of
their priest as "father."
When we speak of our pastor what descriptive title do we
use? I would suspect that two terms rival the term pastor
and each other for preference. He would either be "our
minister" or "our preacher." These are worthy titles but are
really inadequate to describe the role of a pastor. The one is
too broad in its meaning; the other is too narrow.
The term "minister" is too broad; too inclusive. The
Christian ministry includes many Christian vocations other
than pastoral. Indeed all Christians are to be ministers and
it is the role of the pastor to equip Christians for this
ministry.
The term "preacher" is too narrow. It highlights one
segment only of the pastoral function. It is a prominent
function, but only one.
The use of these terms is indicative of the popular
concept of the pastor. As "the minister" his duties are seen
as many and his role is ill-defined. Any ministry is a
legitimate part of his work—running the duplicating
machine, preaching twice on Sunday, visiting the unchurched, or directing the Christmas play. He is paid to be
the minister so let him minister!
The use of "preacher" says as much about us as it does
the pastor. This we see as his principal duty and hearing the
sermon the primary means of grace. It says something
about our concept of the church and our role as a member.
For a great majority church involvement consists of being
present for the Sunday morning worship hour in which the
central feature is the sermon. So the pastor becomes known
to us as the preacher.
The pastor is most certainly a minister—one who follows
in the tradition of Him who "came not to be ministered
unto but to minister. . . " He is also a preacher. Leading the
congregation in a worship experience and proclaiming
God's word is one of the high moments of his pastoral life.
But pastoring is more than being a minister or a preacher.
It will be helpful in any pastoral-congregational relationship if there is an effort to develop a pastoral philosophy.
The pastor would do well to develop a philosophy of his
role as a pastor. The congregation should as well seek to
understand the New Testament concept of the office.
The New Testament does make a distinction between the
prophet, evangelist, and the pastor-teacher. The prophets
had their pattern estabUshed in Jewish history. Here were
men with a word from God who confronted men and
nations with this word. They announced judgment and
denounced sin. They called for repentance and offered
mercy. These men were consumed by the message and their
concern was its presentation.
There were the evangelists—those whose role was the
announcement of the evangel—the Good News. They
extended the invitation to believe the Gospel and follow
the Christ.
Then there were the pastors who as a shepherd of God's
people were responsible and concerned for them. He knows
them—young and old—devout and carnal—stable or irresponsible. He is available. Their welfare is his burden. He
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understands human nature too well to be shocked. He
understands God's grace too well to give up. He feeds them
with milk or strong meat. He senses when they need rest or
activity. His model is not Amos or John the Baptist but the
One who called himself the Good Shepherd. Where the
prophet is concerned with the message the pastor is
concerned with the people. There will be times when he has
a prophetic word. There will be those occasions when he
clearly fills the role of an evangelist. But these are
subordinate and secondary to his pastoral calling if it is to
the pastorate he has been called.
The concern of the pastor for the congregation and the
popular expectations of the congregation result in a task
that is virtually impossible. As a result men turn from the
pastoral ministry in frustration. One may well ask what can
a congregation do to make the pastoral office possible and
effective. Perhaps the following suggestions will be of help.
Let the congregation discover the true nature and
character of the church. It is obvious to each of us that the
church is not a building. What is not quite so obvious is that
it is not a program nor an organization. Maybe it is my age,
or perhaps I just need a vacation, but I confess that when I
read some church bulletins a feeling of fatigue comes over
me. Only God knows how many pastors have been crucified
on the cross of program and administration or how many
congregations confuse activity with life.
The local congregation is a fellowship of men and women
who have been made new persons in Christ. They gather
together to learn and share and grow. They together seek
God's will. They separate to be- salt and light and return to
share what God is doing. In their corporate and individual
lives there is an evidence of love elsewhere unknown. Here
is a bridgehead of the kingdom in enemy territory.
Now this living body will no doubt use a building and
form a program to serve its needs and have an organization
to carry out its decisions but these come out of life. In
them—the building, the program, or the organization—there
is not a spark of life.
Also let the congregation make full use of the gifts. Quite
frankly the usual demands made upon a pastor are
impossible—preacher, counsellor, teacher, visitor, administrator, youth leader, expediter, ad infinitum. Now it is the
teaching of the New Testament that gifts have been given to
the members of the body necessary for its functioning. The
solution to the unreasonable demands made on the pastor is
the recognition that many of those tasks we expect a pastor
to do could be performed by members of the body—and
performed better.
The pastor may have had training which equips him for
certain duties and he has been set free by the congregation
to do these. But in the maturing congregation the members
will be equipped more and more to be fellow laborers with
each other and with the pastor.
As persons become less and less important in our society
they must become more and more important in the church.
It is for persons that congregations exist. It is for persons
that a pastor serves. He is concerned with the integrity of
his message but his overriding concern is for those whom
God has given him—that not one will be lost but all will
come to the stature of Christ.

Ministers
Need
Goals
Eldon King
"If you aim at nothing, you are sure
to hit it." Perhaps this statement is most
apt in the Christian ministry. The minister who refuses or neglects to set
stakes for himself severely limits his
growth and effectiveness. He who neglects to strive to reach certain goals will
soon find his time being idled away in a
maze of insignificant and trifling details.
God's Word requires discipline for the
Christian; this is doubly true for one
who would seek to be a leader of
Christians.
Goals sometimes have a way of becoming theoretical, hypothetical, and
somewhat unreal. I believe that a minister's goals should be practical, simple,
well defined, and easily understood. A
minister with goals hazily worded and
theoretical in approach will find himself
thoroughly frustrated in seeking to
attain what is so ill-defined.
Before listing his goals, a minister
should seek to define his call to the
ministry. My own sense of call includes
many facets: preaching—for this is the
prime task of one who would herald the
Word of truth; teaching—for if abiding
truth is to be real, it must be well
taught; counseling—for this is one of the
prime needs in today's congregations;
visiting—for here is where one learns to
know his congregation; evangelism—for
I believe every preacher must be an
evangelist in seeking to reach the lost.
Toward This End
My own goals for my ministry include
these:
1. To equip the saints to do their
work of ministering. I believe this must
be the essence of all preaching, and the
reason for all activities in the congregation.
2. To be an example of personal
witnessing but not to be the only one in
The writer is pastor of the
Menrronite Church, West Liberty,

Oak Grove
Ohio.

the congregation that does it. No congregation can remain vital if this area of
work is left to the minister or if the
minister delegates it all to the congregation. Witnessing is a way of life; I want
to be a partner with my congregation in
this way of life.
3. To participate in community life
in areas where the church can make a
spiritual contribution through its ministry. Pity the preacher who trots to all
the community affairs simply to fulfill
an egocentric Johnny-on-the-spot selfimage. But pity also the preacher who
ignores the abiding contribution he can
make to his community in the name of
his church and of his Lord.
4. To share in evangelism and missions enough to keep my own sense of
direction sharp and clear. Opportunities
in these fields are never far from the one
who would share in them. The congregation whose minister breathes deeply the
breath of missions, evangelism, and revival will share deeply and intimately
these concerns. This is a part of the
lifeblood of any congregation.
5. To be young in heart, yet mature
enough to be a shepherd to all age
groups. Immaturity is an asset to no
one, yet maturity is not synonymous
with being a "stuffed shirt"—which
youth despise. The dignity and respect
of the ministry must not be cheapened
by kiddishness but rather enhanced by a
concern for persons of all ages.
6. To help the congregation become
aware of its ministry to the community.
This will lead a congregation to involvement in bringing Christ to the community in meaningful and relevant
ways, particularly through building redemptive relationships.
7. To bring persons to the experience
of new-birth conversion before church
membership. There is afloat a temptation to "get people into the church"
and then lead them to a real experience
with Christ. This may help to swell
church records but does real damage to
the life and vitality of the body. I want
to see church membership grow as a
result of people to whom Jesus Christ is
so real that they want to become a part
of His body. This will also mean guiding

Christians into deep and responsible
church membership based not on
pietism, but on a transformed life.
8. To radiate and teach a love for the
Scriptures and a dependence upon the
Holy Spirit. Preachers can become terribly stiff and formal even while rooted
deeply in orthodoxy. I want to be
pliable and fresh enough to sense the
momentary guiding of the Holy Spirit. I
also want to feed my own soul sufficiently so that my spiritual health will
give evidence of a good and steady diet
in the Word.
Minister to All
9. To lead a congregation, particularly youth, into areas of needful mission
and service opportunity. I'm glad to be
alive today in these times of escalating
opportunity for committed Christians.
Missionaries and service workers most
often come in greatest numbers from
congregations where the minister is
abreast of these opportunities and has
close touch with persons whose gifts
and commitment lead them to respond
to these opportunities. I want to be that
kind of minister.
10. To stand in a traditional role,
recognized as a pastor, but with a
prophetic voice fed by a constant study
of God's Word. Some persons would
insist that the day is past when a
minister of the Word can really "get
through" to his people. I disagree. I
believe that preachers do have a place
and can "get through" to people as they
are enabled by the Holy Spirit and as
they cultivate the gifts His Spirit gives.
We must be prophetic, however, in
pointing out the path of obedience in
the midst of wavering and wilting
opinions. This kind of prophetic voice is
not obtained by design or desire but
comes from a consistent and deep study
of the Word and an intelligent interest
in the affairs and needs of persons and
their situations.
This list of goals is not exhaustive, but
it has been helpful for me. Perhaps the
benefit came most helpful through the
discipline of hammering it out. But I
felt a need to clarify in my own mind
just exactly what God was asking me to
do and be.
I believe that every minister will need
to set down his own goals—those things
he believes the Lord is calling him to do
in his own day. For some ministers the
Lord has outlined one particular kind of
work or specialized witness; for others a
wider range of goals. The minister who
would serve with clarity and effectiveness must first be alert to the type of
ministry to which the Lord has called
him and for which He has given the
gifts.
Reprinted from Builder.

Used by permission.
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Credibility

Gaps in Religion
Louis Cassels

I doubt that it is necessary to adduce
evidence to demonstrate there is a credibility gap in religion as well as in
politics. Because all of us are engaged in
the business of religious communication, it may be worthwhile to focus our
attention on some of the causes of this
gap, and to consider some things we
may be able to do about it.
First, I suspect that we may sometimes stimulate skepticism rather than
belief by being overly-positive in our
assertions. The person who believes
something strongly-as, for example, I
personally believe in the reality of God
and the historicity of the Resurrection
—is apt to feel that the best way to
convince disbelievers is to grab them
figuratively by the lapels and shout at
them: "I am CERTAIN this is trueYou MUST believe it."
This approach may work with people
who are so unsure of their own beliefs
they are ready to accept any view that is
presented to them with sufficient dogmatism. But it is likely to boomerang
with many others. People of our time
are subjected daily to so many attempts
at brainwashing . . . to so many highpowered and unqualified claims by advertisers, politicians and pundits of the
news media... that they have developed a defense mechanism which
causes them to react with automatic
skepticism to any statement that seems
to suggest, "This is the way it
is . . . there can't be any other point of
view."
Without advocating wishy-washiness
in Christian witness, I submit for your
prayerful consideration the suggestion
that we just might win a more attentive
hearing, in the present climate of public
opinion, by professing\faith rather than
certitude . . . by saying, "I believe" instead of "I know" . . . by acknowledging there is much we do not know and
cannot understand . .. and confessing
that we, too, know what it's like to be
assailed by doubt and confusion and
uncertainty . . . as most of the human
race is, most of the time.
Another major barrier to religious
communication in our time is an attitude of mind which nearly all of us have
absorbed-more or less without realizing
The writer is a senior editor of UPI and the
author of a newspaper column
appearing
nationwide.
This article
was given as an
address at the Evangelical Press Association in
Washington in May of this year.
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it—from our contemporary culture. The
great Jewish scholar Will Herberg calls it
"creeping materialism" and says it affects a great many people who do not
think of themselves as being atheists. It
is a set of mind which finds it difficult
to accept as really real anything that
cannot be identified, measured, analyzed and verified by the methods of
physical science.
Obviously, if people assume that the
only realities that count are those which
are in some sense physical or material,
they will find it very difficult even to
conceive of God, let alone trust their
lives to Him.
I think it's time we tackled head-on
this widespread notion that modern
science has somehow invalidated belief
in God. Actually, just the opposite is
true. As the great French scholar Claude
Tresmontant observed recently, modern
science has made it easier—rather than
harder—to believe in God.
Ironically, the most persuasive scientific argument for God stems from a
field of study which many churchmen
once regarded as a menace to faith:
biological evolution. If the universe consisted solely of mindless matter, and was
governed solely by blind chance, we
would expect it to obey the second law
of thermodynamics, which calls for a
constant breaking down of complex
forms into simpler and simpler forms, as
energy seeks an equal distribution.
But science has demonstrated that
exactly the opposite is taking place.
Throughout the ages, matter has been
evolving upward, into ever more complex and differentiated organisms.
Those who would deny a creative will
and purpose in the universe cannot
explain this phenomenon. Nor can they
account for the even more wondrous
fact that mindless matter somehow has
been able to endow itself with consciousness and thought.
A noted American biologist, Edwin
Conklin, makes the point more bluntly:
"The probability of intelligent life
originating from accident in a mindless
universe," he says, "is roughly comparable to the probability of the unabridged dictionary resulting from an
explosion in a printing shop."
Please note, I am not suggesting that
we set out to prove the existence of
God by purely rational arguments. This
is a fruitless enterprise, which invariably
founders on a subsidiary dispute over

what constitutes adequate proof. All we
need to say, I think, is that, on purely
rational and scientific grounds, the case
for God is a great deal stronger than any
case that can be made against God.
Belief in God is not only intellectually
respectable: it is the MOST plausible
inference from the available data.
A third major impediment to religious
communication today is our deeplyentrenched habit of appealing to authority in presenting the Christian message.
Roman Catholic teaching stresses the
authority of the Church and its hierarchy. "You can believe this," it tells
people, "because the Church guarantees
its truth." Protestant teaching stresses
the authority of the Bible. "You can
believe this," it says "because the Bible
says it's so."
This approach worked very well in
another age. But it is not very productive in a culture whose dominant
characteristic is skepticism of all purported authorities. When we tell people
that the Church says this, or the Bible
says that, we persuade them only insofar as they are prepared to acknowledge
the Church, or the Bible, as a sure guide
to truth. And that is precisely what
millions of people today are not prepared to acknowledge.
In this situation, I am inclined to
believe, it might be better if we based
our appeal to unbelievers, not on the
authority of a book or an institution,
but directly on our own personal experience of the Grace of God.
Lest you think this heresy, let me
remind you this is exactly what the
early Church did. And that, I think, is
one reason its gospel spread like wildfire
across a Greek and Roman world that
was fully as cynical about received
authority as our own.
Would it not be helpful if we-like the
early Church—talked a bit less about
abstract doctrines and dogmas, and a
great deal more about the Holy Spirit,
who still dwells among us, healing,
renewing, transforming, uplifting and
giving life?
I suspect that we might get an amazing response to a forthright proclamation of the Indwelling God. College
chaplains tell me that today's students
are skeptical of traditional religious doctrines and alienated from the institutional church, but they have an enormous interest in mysticism. .. in the
to page seven

Newspaper writer visits Messiah Campus.

"Rule of Faith" Averts Violence
Barker Howland
The fact that Messiah College students
have kept their cool through the violent
months of 1969-70 must be an indication that somebody on campus is doing
something right.
Dr. D. Ray Hostetter, president, believes it's the students.
And he feels the key factor behind
the relative calm that blends so well into
the bucolic setting of this picturesque
campus is the spiritual concern of the
students, faculty and administration.
At secular schools there is the rule of
reason and the rule of coercion, he
points out, "but at Christian schools
such as Messiah there is the rule of
faith" which precludes violence.
"At Messiah 95 per cent of the
students have a more than usual spiritual concern," Dr. Hostetter said. "In
many of your larger, secular universities
the spiritual dimensions are forgotten.
The students want to go beyond academic and monetary discussions and so
they tear everything down in an attempt
to find the answers."
Students at Messiah are just as concerned with today's issues as any other
group of college students. Those opposed to the Indochina war and who
were saddened by the Kent State events
maintained four small memorial fires on
the campus for 24 hours. Wooden crosses also were laid on the ground with
the feet of the crosses toward the fire.
Some of the students went to Washington for the protest rallies while
others joined Dickinson College students in their march to the Carlisle
Barracks.
On the other hand, there was backing
for President Nixon and about 100,
including a few of the faculty, had a
rally at the flagpole.
Messiah is a Brethren in Christ school.
That denomination, like the Mennonites
and the Quakers, always has been a
"peace" church opposed to any war.
With 40 per cent of the student body
members of that denomination, a strong
nucleus of pacifists is guaranteed.
"We have a tradition of nonresistance
at Messiah," said Dr. Daniel R. Chamberlain, college dean. "We also have a
service-oriented type of student who
wants to help mankind. Rather than riot

against the war, these students inquire
what are the basic causes of war and
then try and eliminate those causes.
" 'Let us strike at the roots of the
causes,' they say, and so they serve in
mission fields, hospitals and education
and service projects to help eliminate
poverty and disease, which are causes
for wars."
Dr. Hostetter likewise called attention
to the pacifist background of the college
and the denomination. "We are more
pacifist here than in most colleges," he
said. "Being truly interested in and
committed to peace makes us different
from the political pacifist who sometimes becomes violent to stop violence."
Donald Wingert, a 22-year-old major
in behavioral science and a Brethren in
Christ member, said his church "from a
doctrinal standpoint has always stressed
love and had advocated turning the
other cheek."
But Wingert, a conscientious objector
who already has served his church in
Africa in lieu of military service, feels
the denomination has a double standard
in regard to the peace issue.
"There is one standard for the individual and one for the government," the
Waynesboro native said, "which means
that the civil authorities can kill but the
individual can't. It is a peace church but
it has never come out and opposed
Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon on the
war."
The administration and students feel
that relations between the student body
and college management have been good
and a contributory factor in maintaining
peace at Messiah.
"We are concerned in improving our
communication with students," Chamberlain said, "so they have a voice in
helping formulate the policies that will
affect them."
The student senate at the start of each
school year has been asked to nominate
students to serve on faculty committees.
From these nominations the faculty has
selected the student members of the
committees. But that will be changed
this fall for the students alone, will
name their representatives.
Chamberlain sums up this plan of
student participation as "having worked

better than the critics feared and better
than the supporters hoped."
Ivan Zook, a member of the 1970
graduating class who will be studying
for the Brethren in Christ ministry,
summed up the role of the students:
"Here students are on faculty committees. They are having a voice and
they are being heard."
On the other hand, Zook, a pacifist,
feels that many of the students do not
know the college president and he
strongly feels the administration
"should make known to the kids what
the college stands for."
The so-called Wittenberg Door, named
after the site where Martin Luther
nailed his famous 95 theses, could have
contributed to the easing of tensions at
the school.
The "door" is actually a signboard on
a wall in the student cafeteria. "A
student can express himself on any
issue, local or national," Chamberlain
said. "All that is required is his signature
making him responsible. And he must
write on issues and not personalities."
The fact that Messiah is a small
college means less chance of violence
and student riots, say students and the
dean.
Ray Rosentrater, a freshman from
Nappanee, Ind., said, "There are not
enough people here to get violence
started and there are not enough to stir
up a corporate hate."
Rosentrater, who led a march of
students to Rte. 15 in tribute to the
dead Kent State students, said in a small
student body "you don't want to face
the kids the rest of the year after you
have damaged property and perhaps
hurt someone."
Wingert and Rosentrater said they
knew of no one in the student body
who would lead a riot or a student
revolt. And there are no more than half
a dozen who would get behind anyone
who would destroy property, added the
two underclassmen.

The writer is a staff writer for the Harrisburg Evening News. This article appeared first
in that paper and is used by permission.
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Religious News
Church Warned It Must Provide
Alternative to "Drug Religion"
Unless the church can provide a challenging alternative to the "religion of
drugs," it will not be able to reach
young advocates of the psychedelic culture.
This warning was made by Henlee H.
Barnette of Louisville, a professor of
Christian ethics, at a Southern Baptist
Convention meeting on the "Drug Crisis
in the Church."
Inadequate family relations, peer
group pressures, mass media, rock music
and an oppressive society were cited as
among the leading social causes of the
drug syndrome.
Compassion Ad Suggests New Incentive
To Stop Smoking
In a page ad for Harper's July 1970
issue, smokers are urged to drop the
habit and take the money saved to
support a needy child.
The unusual ad was placed by Compassion, Inc., whose directors say Harper's is the only national periodical
which dared to touch the ad.
Ironically, the ad was created by
Draper Daniels Advertising of Chicago, a
former pro-cigarette promoter. Daniels
is father of the famous "Marlboro
Man." His creative efforts are now
channeled in the opposite direction, e.g.
the ad for Compassion.
1,700 "Revolutionaries"
Heading Back To Campus
1,700 "revolutionaries" have just
completed intensive training in how to
live and share the vitality and dynamic
of the Christian life at Arrowhead
Springs, a former Southern California
resort.
Campus Crusade for Christ climaxed
its three weeks of staff training with a
dedication service Friday Aug. 7.
The current staff of Campus Crusade
for Christ International numbers more
than 2,200 men and women in 45
countries of the world. Campus Crusade
was begun in 1951 by Bill Bright and his
wife, Vonette.
U.S. Crime Rate Up 148 Percent
In Ten Years, FBI Declares
The crime rate in the United States
during the past decade has risen by 148
percent, according to the Uniform
Crime Reports—1969, which are issued
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The National Crime Index or rate,
according to the report, rose 10.6 percent over 1968. The report showed that
the crime rate, or number of crimes for
each 100,000 persons, was 2,471. In
1968, the rate was 2,234.8.
September 10, 1970

The report was released here by U.S.
Attorney General John N. Mitchell.
"Good News for Modern Man"
Imprisoned
A memorial gift in honor of the late
Judge Edward J. Griffiths was presented
by the Pennsylvania Bible Society to
prisoners in the Philadelphia Correctional System. The gift of five hundred
copies of "Good News for Modern
Man," will make known to many the
love of God in Jesus Christ. Judge
Griffiths was at the time of his death a
member of the Messiah-Temple Advisory Board.
Christian Booksellers Association
Concludes Annual Convention
Sixty-eight book publishers packed up
their books and wares and headed back
home after the 21st annual Christian
Booksellers convention came to its conclusion August 6 in Minneapolis. These
publishers serve the public largely
through the 3,300 Protestant and religious b o o k s t o r e s in t h e c o u n t r y .
Representatives of some 450 of these
stores registered their attendance at the
convention.
A new kind of piety that stresses
immediate personal experience and encounter—encounter with other humans
and the Divine—has given Protestant
religious publishers a big new surge in
sales.
Billy Graham Chicago Crusade
Set For 1971
McCormick Place has been reserved
for an evangelistic crusade sponsored by
the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association for the Chicago Campaign next
spring.
The dates are June 2-13, when the
evangelist will speak nightly to the
gathered crowds.
The old McCormick Place, destroyed
by fire, was the scene of a Graham
crusade May 30 through June 17, 1962.
"Dyna-Dome" Church
Solves Arizonans Needs
A sanctuary whose frame was built in
a day accommodates 75 Lutherans in a
fast-growing area of the town of Bagdad, Ariz.
The Desert Lutheran Church in this
copper mining town is worshipping in
an $8,000 church shaped like one huge
dome made of plywood sprayed with
fiberglass.
The plant offers a large study, a
sanctuary for 75, two large storage
rooms, rest rooms, a kitchenette, Sunday school space and a fellowship area
used occasionally for an overflow audience.
Moral Re-armament Curtails Operations
The multimillion-dollar religious
movement begun by the late Frank N.
D. Buchman to shape the world through
"absolute" morality is sharply curtailing
its operations in the U.S.

Donations to the controversial organization in the U.S. have sharply declined,
although Moral Re-Armament once asserted it had millions of followers
around the world. In other countries the
organization is seen thriving.
Mackinac College, founded on Michigan's beautiful Mackinac Island in
1966, closed at the end of June for lack
of financial support.
Buchman died in 1961, his successor—Peter Howard of London—in 1965.
Senate Approves Comprehensive
Alcoholism Prevention Program
A bill authorizing $385-million over
the next three years for a comprehensive program on alcoholism prevention,
treatment and rehabilitation was passed
by the U.S. Senate, August 10.
Hailed as milestone legislation, the
measure would commit the Federal government to recognition of alcoholism as
a health problem, rather than a purely
moral problem or a crime.
The bill was introduced in the Senate
by Senator Harold E. Hughes (D.-Iowa),
a recovered alcoholic. It was co-sponsored by Senators Jacob K. Javits
(R.-N.Y.), and Frank E. Moss (D.-Utah).
Pope Rebuffs Dutch
On Issue Of Celibacy
Pope Paul VI has rejected an appeal
by Dutch bishops to allow married men
to be priests. The Pope told Bernard
Cardinal Alfrink, Roman Catholic primate of the Netherlands, that "the reasons for maintaining the traditional tie
between priesthood and celibacy are
also valid today—perhaps even more
than in other times."
In contrast the Dutch bishops believe
it "would serve the interests of the
church" if married men were ordained
as priests. The Dutch bishops' concern is
based on the fact that keeping sufficient
numbers of priests in the church in the
Netherlands is becoming something of a
problem.

Credibility Gaps
f r o m page five

possibility of direct experience of the
reality of God.
Note also the tremendous upsurge of
popular interest in astrology, spiritualism and other occult arts. A leading
p s y c h o t h e r a p i s t said r e c e n t l y t h a t
people are. turning to these ancient
superstitions because, in his words, "so
many churches have failed to respond
adequately to the widespread human
hunger for direct personal contact, of a
revelatory nature, with a supra-human
agency."
Is this not precisely what the Christian community has to offer mankind:
"direct personal contact, of a revelatory
to page eight

"The national church is now ready to
send abroad her first 'foreign missionary.'

Japanese Missionary
John W. Graybill
Miss Noriko Matsuura is no stranger
to readers of the Evangelical Visitor and
of missionary letters from Japan—for
more than a decade. She has been a very
active member of our Hagi church ever
since her conversion as a high school
girl. Now, after spending several years in
preparation, through trying circumstances, she has graduated from a Tokyo
college and is a certified teacher.
Long feeling a call to witness to
Asians, she feels drawn to New Guinea.
As a step of possible preparation, MCC
has accepted her as a trainee in their
program. After a week of briefing at
Akron, Miss Matsuura was scheduled to
arrive in New York, August 16, for
service.as part of our Brooklyn unit.
We are happy indeed to introduce her
to our Brotherhood. I believe you will
be challenged by her faith and love for
the Lord. In answer to my request, she
wrote her personal testimony for Visitor
readers.
"I must tell about Jesus . . . "
When I was a junior in high school, I
found my Saviour at an evangelistic
meeting held at the missionaries' house
in Hagi [Pete and Mary Willms' residence] . Up until that time, no one or
nothing had satisfied me. But when I
met Jesus, He f u l l y satisfied my heart.
One year later I was baptized—in spite
of my parents' objections. After that I
was not allowed to go t o church for
about six months, .because my parents

opposed me very much—especially my
mother. She thought if I could not go t o
church, I would forget Christianity. But
how could I forget Jesus?
No, I could not! A n d my desire t o
know more about Jesus and to fellowship w i t h church people grew more and
more.
Finally and reluctantly, my parents
let me go to church again; but for
several years I had many difficulties
w i t h my family. During that time my
parents gradually changed their minds—
and I changed, t o o , I t h i n k . My mother
went to church a few times. She gradually understood that Jesus is good and
that Christianity is good t o o . But she
has not received Jesus as her personal
Saviour yet.
A b o u t four years later I felt that I
must tell about Jesus, not only to the
people around me but also t o people in
other Asian countries as well. I think we
Japanese especially have a responsibility
for Asian people. Now I want to go t o
New Guinea to tell about Jesus, if it is
God's w i l l .
But before going to New Guinea or
Asia, I'm thankful for the MCC who is
willing t o give me a chance to attend the
trainee program. I think this will be a
good experience for me.

Brethren in Christ missionaries have
been witnessing in Japan for seventeen
years. Hundreds have listened with interest to the message of hope, scores

VSer Tim Botts helping several young people in the Koganei Church with music.
On the extreme right is Miss Matsuura.

Miss Noriko Matsuura

have responded by accepting Christ as
Saviour, and a few have been willing to
make Christ as Lord of their life and
accept the thrilling challenge of witnessing to their own people as laymen or as
lay-preachers.
And now—the first national missionary to go abroad! Miss Matsuura left our
ranks in early August for the United
States to witness and relate to the
American people her joy in Jesus Christ.
When she is able to visit our congregations-which may be seldom—we are
confident that you will want to extend
to her the courtesy which the Japanese
have extended to us.
And pray for Miss Matsuura, missionary to America.

Credibility Gaps
from page seven

nature, with a supra-human agency"?
Or, to use our terminology instead of
psychology's, the presence and power of
the Holy Spirit? The church was
founded as a fellowship in which the
Holy Spirit's presence and power were
most readily and certainly experienced.
That was the church's original mission.
It still is its most important mission.
In bearing witness to our personal
experience of the Holy Spirit, we should
be very scrupulous not to substitute zeal
for truth: if there is the slightest dishonesty in our testimony, people will
spot it and discredit all that we or
anyone else can say about God. We do
not need to claim more certainty than
we possess. God has no need of false
witnesses.
But if we can tell the world, in all
truth, that we have encountered God as
a powerful factor in our own lives; if we
can humbly confess the changes that
have taken place in our grubby and
self-centered hearts as a result of His
grace; if we can say to our neighbor,
"Look, I'm no better than you, but
even I have experienced the forgiveness
and love of God". . . not everyone will
believe us, but I think a lot more people
will listen than are listening now.
Evangelical

Visitor
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The pencilled note, signed by Smart
Mehlo had come to me as editor of
Good Words.
But a missionary wife in Rhodesia
can't do much to help a group of people
800 miles away in an unknown part of
Zambia. I wrote to the Bishop in Zambia and asked if he could do something.
In due time, Bishop Musser and some
other church leaders made the 175-mile
trip up to Mumbwa where they found a
little group of Ndebele Christians meeting under the trees. Smart Mehlo was
their young, enthusiastic leader. They
were so hungry for fellowship—and so
glad to see their bishop.
That was the beginning of yearly
visits.
The little group grew stronger. Several
couples who had taken each other without benefit of Christian rites were married in the presence of their friends. A
little mud and grass church building was
put up. Each year a few more were
baptized and joined with their overseer
and the missionaries in taking communion.
And so—this year's visit in June
By now, the Good Words editor and
her husband had been moved to Zambia
and were eager to visit the Mumbwa
Church—for two reasons: we wanted to
see what the Lord had done there, and
we were hungry for fellowship with
Ndebele-speaking people.
We drove up through the capital city
of Lusaka, then north and west through
the dust-choked town of Mumbwa. After another nine miles we left the "main
road" and took to a path.
September 10, 1970
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OTHER
SHEEP
Grace Holland
It was darK when we arrived. Little
fires marked groups of women cooking
supper for those who had come to
spend the weekend. They stepped forward and greeted us in Ndebele words
that sounded smooth and natural—and
peppered with the characteristic clicks.
[Tonga has no clicks].

Graybill Brubaker baptizes a new member at
Mumbwa.

We were a little concerned that these
friends of ours might not be fitting into
their new country so fully as they
should. We needn't have worried! We
found that by now most of them could
understand Tonga. During the services
the two languages were mjxed freely in
songs and messages. Brother Mehlo j still
in the lead, spoke fluently in English,
Tonga, or Ndebele!
Next morning we could see what
things looked like. Small trees dotted
the hillside; and for nearly every tree
there was an anthill—rather, a hill or a
hole, as the ants were busy everywhere.
The women said they had rebuilt the
church several times but the ants had
destroyed it.
That's why an advance party of this
trip's guests had brought a small steel
building frame from Lusaka. Graybill
and Ethel Brubaker and Steve Ginder
helped put the frame up. A young
churchman who left the site for a few
to page ten

Two views of the steel frame church erected at Mumbwa. On the left are Sampson Mudenda and
Graybill Brubaker. Note the roof structure and the "wooden pews." On right are Sampson
Mudenda and Smart Mehla. Native bricks being readied for construction of walls.

Meeting
Top Priorities
in India
Two of the pastors for whom housing and
self-supporting plots of ground are being
arranged. Pastor Philip Murmu and family and
Pastor Sohan Lai Bara who also has a family.

The pastoral self-help program has been
developing over the past three years.
There are now six plots of land of five
acres each, with living quarters, strategically located among the Bihari, Santal,
and Uraon areas. We believe this is
culturally and nationally the most suitable approach to the establishment of
the pastoral ministry in our rural area.
Two pastors' houses were constructed
through the generosity of the B in C
Men's Fellowship, in sponsoring the
"self-support" pastoral program for the
Indian Church.

The third annual Training Institute for
the national leaders will be a key activ-

ity during the months of September and
October at Banmankhi. Again about
fourteen of our leaders will be participating, if plans carry through.
These excerpts from a July letter of
the Harvey Siders point up the efforts
of our missionaries and of our Board for
Missions to provide "Spirit-filled leaders
to make wise decisions, trained people
in key positions, ample finances to
establish and strengthen—top priorities
in India NOW."

Other Sheep

BOARD FOR MISSIONS

from page nine

General Fund Statement, Quarter Ended June 30, 1970

hours to bring a load of people and
some grass for temporary walls was
overjoyed when he returned to find the
job done.
Taking a deep breath, he let his eyes
sweep over the steel framework, summoned his best English, and exclaimed,
"Lovely-ly!"
Services began Friday night and continued Saturday and Sunday. Five
young people were baptized Saturday
afternoon in a pool surprisingly deep
and shady, not far from the church.
Tonga and Ndeb'ele books, brought
from the Choma Bookroom, were the
great center of attraction. Buyers exhausted the supply of hymnbooks. Total book sales amounted to over $16—a
lot of spending for a little group of
country folk.
Early morning sunlight set the communion table aglow on Sunday morning
and breezes whispered in the grass walls
of the church. Twenty-four communicants rose from their split-log benches
to receive the bread and wine.
Here was part of the body of Christ
breathing, moving, drawing strength
from union with other members of the
body. Thank God they had not become
severed in moving away from home!
10

Two new churches were built-one of
these through a gift from Rev. and Mrs.
Simon Lehman as a memorial to their
son Galen.
"May and June were considered the
hottest of the past ten years," writes
Erma Sider. "Nevertheless, work went
on. Harvey supervised several building
programs, mainly among the growing
Santal Church."
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Colleges
MESSIAH

soccer match. The noon meal will be
provided by the college at no charge.
High school seniors, parents, and pastors are cordially invited. Why not
organize a group from your church and
visit the campus on one of the two days.
For registration information, write:
Mr. Paul L. Snyder, Director of Admissions, Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
17027.

EVANGELISTIC SERVICES

The annual fall evangelistic services
will be held from September 14-20.
Special speaker for the week will be the
Reverend George Slavin, pastor of Faith
Community Church, Roslyn, Pennsylvania.
Please pray for these services. This
will help ensure a rich experience for
the college community.

BARR AIDS NEW PUBLICATION

Mr. Robert Barr, Dean of Student
Affairs, has been named to the editorial

board of a new journal, Higher Education in a Christian Perspective. The
journal will provide a forum for-questions basic to Christian higher education.
CORRECTION

The College Page of the June 10 issue
was in error in stating that Dr. Paul G.
Lenhert served on the college's Board of
Trustees for twelve years. That is the
number of years he has served as assistant chairman. He has been on the
Board, in fact, for 29 years.

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF

Additions to the faculty and staff at
Messiah College this year include the
following: Miss Miriam Bowers, recently
arrived from California, is serving in the
library; Miss Loine Engle, who has been
studying and teaching at the University
of Michigan, is an instructor of music;
Miss Dorothy Gish, presently a Ph. D.
candidate at Penn State, is an instructor
in early childhood education; Mrs.
Nancy Grant, a public school teacher
and wife of Dr. Roger Grant, is serving
as a counselor, Mr. Gerald Hess, who has
completed all requirements for his Ph.D.
at Michigan State, is Assistant Professor
of Biology; Mr. Glen Pierce, a 1970
graduate of Messiah College, is serving as
Director of Student Affairs at the Philadelphia Campus; and Mr. Donald Zook,
recently returned from Rhodesia where
he managed the Matopo Bookroom in
Bulawayo, is now purchasing agent for
the college.
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES

The dates for Homecoming this year
are Friday-Sunday, October 16-18.
Plans are not complete at the time of
this writing, but the lighter side of some
of Messiah College's past will be recalled
at the Saturday evening Alumni Convocation.
ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS

The Messiah College Admissions Office is planning two big college days this
year—Saturday, October 3, and Saturday, October 24. Activities on both
days will include tours of the campus,
entertainment by Messiah College students, and information sessions on admission, financial aid, curriculum, spiritual life, and social life. The days events
will be capped off by an intercollegiate
September 10, 1970

Wanted:
Donors for Christian Colleges
Christian colleges are experiencing
financial stringency. They, as well as
private secular institutions (including
giants like Harvard, Yale, and Princeton), have been beset by constantly
accelerating costs, the persistent inroads of inflation, declining government aid, and, more recently, increasing skepticism on the part of
donors who are unhappy with student unrest and radicalism.
Christian colleges for the most part
have not made headlines. Their students have not revolted, they have
not seized or burned buildings, they
do not have SDS chapters. Unfortunately, however, donors who are
disenchanted with college radicalism
do not always make this distinction.
At a time when Christian colleges are
desperately needed, it is likely that
some will have to close their doors or
at least operate on a shoestring basis
until the public regains its confidence
in higher educational institutions.
Even Christian colleges solidly
committed to biblical revelation are
going through times of severe testing.
They are having to take a hard, fresh
look at parietal rules, educational
processes, racism, social action, and
traditional fundamentalist taboos.
Not all they have endorsed in bygone
years can be supported biblically; yet

when even minor changes are made,
they sometimes pay a heavy price in
the loss of support. Idealistic students tend to feel that even in
marginal matters, honesty requires
immediate change, and that the attitude toward supporters of the college must be: let the chips fall where
they may. This shortsightedness not
only embarrasses administrations; it
also produces unbalanced budgets.
If Christians cop out on their
support of Christian colleges and the
colleges find they must close their
doors, then higher education will be
left in the hands of secularists. This is
too high a price for Christians to pay,
no matter how great their pique over
what they feel is atrocious behavior
either by determined minorities in
secular schools that are out to destroy the government or by Christian
students who in their zeal for justice,
honesty, and personal integrity sometimes say and do things that their
elders cannot accept. We need to get
solidly behind our Christian schools,
supporting them with our money as
well as with our prayers. If they are
to survive and do a creditable job
spiritually and academically, they
need our help.
—Reprinted by permission f r o m
ity Today, copyright 1970.
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What
Does
Your
Son*
Think
of
Himself?
*Also translated daughter

"Jane, you're just like your mother;
you can't do a thing good with your
hands."
"Joe, you sure are like your grandpa.
He had one awful temper too."
"You were fun tonight, Ann."
Each of us as adults has a self-image.
We imagine ourselves as funny people,
or good Sunday school teachers, or the
man "nobody cares about anyway."
Where did these self-images come from?
Unconsciously, the things which the
important people in our lives have told
us became the qualities we attribute to
The Lederachs are residents of Kansas
where John serves as Chaplain of Hesston
College. Together they chair couples retreats
and marriage seminars.
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ourselves and by which we found our
opinions of who we are. Who are these
important people? Parents, teachers,
friends—anyone close to us in childhood
has made an impact on how we think of
ourselves today.
A good friend told little Beverly that
she had a friendly smile. In fact, the
friend took time to copy a poem about
warm, smiling people and mail it to the
girl saying it reminded her of Beverly.
Today, Beverly thinks of herself as a
warm person who smiles easily.
"And you're scatterbrained. You'll
never make a good housekeeper," one
mother told her daughter. Most likely
she won't. Incidents like this one take
place every day without much thought.
And the child incorporates them into
his "self-system." He doesn't question
or reject them because the person who
said them is someone who is important
to him, whose words he believes automatically.
Love Yourself
All of this evolves into our adult
self-image. It is important what we
think of ourselves, because our ability
to act every day depends on what we
think we can do, what would be "fitting
for me." It affects how we accept other
people. How can we love another person
if we don't love ourselves? What does
"love your neighbor as yourself" mean?
No, it is not pride to love or think
highly of yourself; it is healthy.
How will you relate to your children?
Probably in much the same way that
your parents related to you as a child.
Because we live together as families, we
tend to pass on to our children the same
kind of experiences we had as children.
How will Harry and Velma relate to
their children? Harry's parents trusted
him as a young boy to take the bus
downtown to shop on Saturdays. Harry
will probably let his son adventure out
on his own. However, Velma's parents
were quite protective. She never went
downtown alone until she was a teenager. Velma now tends to relate the
same way to her children. He allows
adventure; she holds back. A perfect
setup for family conflict. But when
Harry understands why Velma feels as
she does, and vice versa, the stage is set
for solving the problem.
If your primary relationships were
healthy, fine! But if those relationships
were "hurting," be aware of this and
don't pass on this same hurt to your
children. Yes, it is possible to hurt and
not realize it, but it is also possible to
heal and help.
How do you correct your children?
Of course, this is necessary, but do you
strike out at the child's person instead
of his behavior? This is not helping, but
destroying him.

Strike at Behavior, Not at the Child
Kim's job is to burn the trash. He forgets and when he does get around to it,
he leaves a trail of trash from the house
to the trash barrel. "You are so messy
and careless with your work." In Kim's
mind, "I am careless" and "I am messy"
ideas begin to grow. In contrast to this a
more helpful response would be, "Some
trash must have fallen out of the wastebasket when you went to burn it. Go
look at the yard." This kind of response
deals with behavior or performance and
does not demean the child as a person.
If you tell a child often enough that
he is lazy, sloppy, careless, or rude, he
will begin to believe this about himself
and proceed not to disappoint you—
count on his being just what you told
him he is. In the same way you can find
those good things about a child and
praise his considerate, prompt, courteous or orderly behavior. He will soon
begin to feel he is this kind of person.
For once in a long time (it seems!)
Sue has her bed made, hair combed, and
comes down in time for breakfast.
Instead of giving her an "It's about time
you shaped up" feeling, praise her for
her acceptable behavior. We are more
prone to criticize bad behavior than
good behavior, it seems.
Of course, there are times when your
child is not good, and praising him then
with "you are such a good child" is
nonsense. But a child should begin to
incorporate into his "self-system" affirmations of his good points, affection
and commendation from the time he is
very small. By these affirmations we are
saying, "You are a person of worth and
we love you." In the child's mind the
affirmation becomes: "If someone as
important as Daddy or Mother appreciates me, then I must be worth a lot."
Understanding then how self-image is
determined, we as parents, Sunday
school teachers, aunts and uncles, and
grandfathers can begin to be aware of
what hurts and what helps a child to
feel good about himself.
Joe comes from a home where appreciation and affection- are seldom expressed. "Things" are frequently substituted for relationships. Joe probably
feels that "things" are more important
than himself as a person. We can help to
change this by supplying his self-image
with positive ideas about the worth of
himself as a person.
Helping our children build a good
self-image does not mean we are making
them proud. A person who seems conceited is usually reacting to deep feelings of inadequacy. Helping our children
to good self-images is helping them to
healthy, alert lives.
Reprinted f r o m Christian
permission.
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"My concept of missions was updated from the age of the pith
helmet to the twentieth century—
from the age of jungle tribes to that
of the student world abroad and
modern cities." a student from
Pennsylvania

Seven thousand students! Clustered in
one place, bent on destruction, they can
do a lot of damage. But with a different
goal they can do a lot of good.
Newspapers, radio, television are
quick to proclaim the damage. Rarely
will you read of a positive impact.
Rarely will you find this many students
in one place with the one clearcut goal:
to find solutions for a broken world.
Seven thousand or more students are
expected to investigate these solutions
in December. What will attract them?
Foreign missions! Inter-Varsity's 9th
Missionary Convention may not make
headlines in the press, but in terms of
God's worldwide work, it will be significant.

"During our week at Urbana we
gave our lives to God as missionaries." a young couple from Minnesota

Past conventions served to jell the
firm purpose of some students to be
disciples of Christ, whatever the cost.
We both met Christ on the
campus in 1956. We were attending Bible studies at that time,
conducted by IVCF . . . We have
been accepted by a mission society and are seeking God's will
regarding a definite avenue of
service on this field. Ed attended
Urbana Missionary Convention in
1961 and I in 1957.
September 10, 1970

Some came and went away unchanged. But many were stirred to
consider seriously what God wanted
them to do with their lives. A year after
Urbana '67 one wrote:
While reviewing some Urbana
notes, I came upon my neglected
missionary decision card, and I
was struck by my own vacillation.
I certainly had no misgivings
about leading the Christian life;
then why didn't I send in the
card? Perhaps it was because I was
afraid that God would actually
interrupt my safe little world and
demand my presence in some uninviting mission field . . . Here's
my commitment to service to Him
wherever He may lead. I know I
won't be satisfied anywhere else.
That was 1967. Since then campuses
have been rocked by violence. Our
nation is divided. Is it wise to concentrate this effort on foreign missions?
Aren't there enough problems right in
our own country?
According to IVCF President, John
Alexander, "We are not blind to domestic needs. But we cannot hit all the
targets in five days. We are convinced
that if a student commits himself to
God for foreign missionary service, he
will readily respond if God appoints him
to home missionary service."
December 27-31, 1970 are the dates
for Inter-Varsity's 9th Missionary Con" I t was a moving experience to be
part of the Inter-Varsity Missionary
Convention." a pastor

vention. In the next months the following are needed:
11,000 Bible study leaders to lead
eight to ten students in daily prayer
and Bible discussions. This is where
a massive convention becomes personal.
t students seeking God's purpose for
them and desiring information
about missions to attend. Most will
come because they've heard of it
through a friend.
fscholarship funds to help students
who cannot pay the full amount of
their fees and travel costs.
tprayer partners who will earnestly
ask God to move in might and
power of His Spirit.
" I came expecting inspiration or a
'comfortable glow' and left with a
recommitted life and a sense of
mission for reaching a world I had
seriously doubted was really lost."
a student from Washington

Urbana '70 could be crucial in world
evangelism. It could also be crucial in
campus evangelism in the 1970's. Many
students see their campus as a mission
field for the first time while at a
missionary convention.
If you would like to become a prayer
partner, scholarship partner, or attend
the convention, write to one of these
addresses for more information: InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, 620 North
Carroll, Madison, Wisconsin 53703, or,
745 Mount Pleasant Road, Toronto
298, Ontario, Canada.
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Church News
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
A Tent Meeting was held at the Big
Valley Church in Belleville, Pa., Aug.
23-Sept. 2, with the new pastor, Rev.
Lome Lichty, serving as evangelist. Rev.
Lichty has just completed fifteen years
of pastoral service in Saskatchewan. He
preached his farewell message Aug. 16
at Delisle Community Chapel.
The VBS held at the Iron Springs
Church June 8-12 had an average attendance of 64. The offering of $100
was given for the project of mechanical
maintenance for the Montreal Lake
Children's Home, Canada.
The Locust Grove Church reports a
reception and baptismal service for
twelve on Aug. 23.
Mt. Rock Church reports that on Aug.
20 the congregation held a getacquainted fellowship and food shower
for their new pastor and family, the
Rev. Bruce Urey. At the same occasion
a citation was read in honor of the Mt.
Rock quiz team who were the champions in the Centennial General Conference quizzing. Each member of the
team was presented with a gift from the
congregation. The evening was climaxed
by showing slides of the team's trip to
California and the final quizzing. The
Christ's Crusaders enjoyed a weekend
retreat at the Retreat Centre, Newville,
Pa., Aug. 28-29-30. Speakers for this
occasion included Pastor Bruce Urey;
Ted Mitten, recently returned from
three years of service on the African
mission fields; and Ron Jones, president
of the Franklin Co. Child Evangelism
Fellowship. The film "Downbeat" was
viewed by the group.
On Friday, July 24, a dinner was held
by the Pleasant View Church, Red Lion,
Pa., in honor of Rev. and Mrs. Samuel
Lady. There were approximately 125
persons present to show their appreciation for ten years of faithful service.
Rev. and Mrs. Lady have taken the
pastorate at Hanover, Pa.
Rev. Albert Engle- reports on his
bulletin: "Since I could not get to
General Conference I put in my bulletin
a 'Reminiscence' and preached a sermon
of appreciation for the Church. Even
though I represent the fifth generation
after Jacob Engle, one of the founders
of the Church, and my grandfather was
a bishop in Ohio, and my father a
deacon, then a minister at the Fairview
Church in Ohio, I had to recognize
myself a wretched sinner and be born
again before I was fit to be a member of
the church." Bro. Engle is the interim
pastor of the Fairview Church near New
Cumberland, Pa.
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The Redland Valley Church sent in
the following news items: "Our basketball team participated in the annual
church basketball tournament at Messiah College for the first time. Competing in Class C the team lost to
Hollowell by a score of 53 to 46. The
congregation conducted a tree-buyingdrive followed by a tree-planting bee at
which time 24 young trees were planted
on the church grounds—four pin oak,
eight weeping cherry, and twelve red
maple. A belated Children's Day service
was held June 28 with Lucky Shepard, a
chalk artist, who illustrated his message
using colored chalk, lights and music.
Jay Sisco is the pastor.

The Montoursville Church reports a
VBS from Aug. 22-26 with an attendance of 55. Two juniors accepted Christ
on Decision Day. July 26 the rite of
baptism was administered to five applicants by Pastor John Bundy.
A report from the Conoy Church
states that Miss Holly Leber was chosen
"Miss Elizabethtown" for the coming
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rosenberger of
Souderton, Pa., celebrated their 50th
Wedding Anniversary with an open
house June 14. Their children, relatives
and many friends shared in this occasion. The Rosenbergers are the parents of
Norman Rosenberger of Dallas Center,
Iowa; Mrs. Mary Freed of Norristown,
Pa.; Misses Katie, Martha and Emma

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
The Cross Roads congregation feted
their pastor, Rev. B. E. Thuma on his
retirement from pastoral duties at a
family night dinner in the form of
"Pastor and Mrs. Thuma-This is Your
Life." Brother Thuma has been pastor
at Cross Roads for ten of his twentyeight years in the ministerial field.
Brother Thuma's varied activities were
recognized at the dinner attended by
230 persons, including his own family as
well as his brother, Dan from Dillsburg.
Brother Thuma had been bishop of
what was known as the Donegal District
prior to his pastoral services. Among the
thirty guests who shared in the program
were Rev. and Mrs. William Engle, childhood friends; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Z.
Musser, teachers at Jabbok School in
Okla.; Dr. and Mrs. Asa Climenhaga,
teachers at Messiah College; and Rev.
John H. Martin who had married the
Thumas. Mrs. Warren Heisey was toastmistress for the occasion.
Rev. and Mrs. Monroe Dourte celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary
on Aug. 28.
The Souderton congregation reported
nine new members taken into church
fellowship in June. The DVBS averaged
189 and the offering was for library
books for the Bible Institute at Sikalonga, Zambia, Africa. As the closing
event for the summer season the Junior
Choir rendered the musical "Noah and
the Ark" with Mrs. Paul Witter as
director.
The Palmyra Church conducted a
VBS with an average attendance of 170.
The offerings received included a mission project—totaled $200 for a cook
house for the Uraon Training Center in
India. There was a response of 36
decisions to the evangelistic appeal.
The Manheim Brethren in Christ
Church had as their speaker, Aug. 2,
Rev. Eugene Madeira, the director of
the Adult Enrichment Center of the
Higbee High School, Lancaster, Pa. His
topic was "Motives for Christian
Service." They presently are attending
our Refton Church.

Rosenberger, Claude and Paul Harley,
Souderton, Pa.; Isaiah Harley, Grantham; Mrs. Elizabeth Weaver, Canada;
and Mrs. Ida Flewelling, Hummelstown,
Pa. A money tree was presented to the
couple.
Paul D. Bigham was elected to serve as
a deacon at the Bellevue Church in
Harrisburg, Pa. Rev. John Stoner is the
pastor.
Daniel Engle was elected to serve as
deacon in the Lancaster congregation.
Rev. Eber Dourte is the pastor.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
The Amherst Community Church
Massillon reports: The two Brethren in
Christ Churches in the Massillon area
participated in the Crusade for Christ,
July 19-26, with Bill Glass. Members of
the Amherst and Sippo Churches shared
as counsellors, ushers and choir members. The attendance was approximately
5,000 for each of the eight nights; 582
people came to the counselling room.
The final program was video taped for
nation-wide television in September.
The Lakeview Community Church reports four youths baptized in the afternoon service of Aug. 16. Kenneth
Royer, Jr., is the pastor of this church.
The 60th wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Gibboney was celebrated
by the couple Aug. 9 with an open
Evangelical Visitor

house. The Gibboneys are members of
the Springfield Church.
The Christian Union Church reports a
special service on July 1 with the David
Carlsons who serve with Trans World
Radio in Monte Carlo, Monaco. They
showed pictures of their work and gave
interesting experiences of their trip behind the iron curtain. Rev. J. Harlan
Wright of the Missionary Church, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., filled the pulpit during the
absence of Pastor Carl Stump to Conference.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Installation services were held in the
Abilene Church for the new pastor, Rev.
W. Edward Rickman, Aug. 5 with
Bishop Arthur Climenhaga presiding.
Rev. Rickman and wife Deana have
three children; Teresa, 7; Charles, 5; and
Chris, 10 months. They come to Abilene from University Park, Iowa, where
the Rickmans have been teaching at
Vennard College. A reception and food
shower were held in the fellowship hall
following the installation service.

BIRTHS
Barnhart: Michelle Lee, born Aug. 14
to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Barnhart, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Byer: Lois Marie, born Aug. 8 to Dr.
and Mrs. David Byer, Macha Mission,
Choma, Zambia, Africa; home congregation, Pleasant Hill, Kansas.
Eyster: Douglas Kent, born Aug. 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Eyster, Bethany
congregation, Oklahoma.
Fisher: Nathan Duane, born June 24
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fisher, Chino,
California.
Forbes: Craig Philip, born Aug. 4 to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Forbes, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Lehman: Samantha Christine, born
Aug. 7 to Sgt. and Mrs. Samuel Lehman,
serving in Germany. Members of Shenks
Union Church, Pa.
Lehman: Todd Eugene, born Aug. 11
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lehman, Locust
Grove congregation, Pa.
Weaber: Jill Lynn, born July 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Weaber, Shenks
Union Church, Pa.
Zerphey: William Eugene, born Aug.
5 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Zerphey,
Shenks Union Church, Pa.

WEDDINGS
Bauman-Hoffman: Jean, d. of Mr. and
Mrs. Clair Hoffman, Mt. Joy, Pa., and
September 10, 1970

Donald, s. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Bauman, Souderton, Pa., June 13, in the
Cross Roads Church with Rev. John A.
Byers officiating, assisted by Rev. B. E.
Thuma.
Blough-Swartz: Linda Jane, d. of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Swartz, McAlisterville, Pa., and Harold Blaine, s. of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Blough, Hershey, Pa.,
July 18, in the Cedar Grove Church
with Rev. Jacob H. Bowers, uncle of the
bride officiating.
Frymire-Landis: Geniece, d. of Rev.
and Mrs. Henry Landis, Thomas, Okla.,
and Kenneth Frymire, s. of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Frymire, Custer, Okla., Aug. 7
by the bride's father assisted by Rev.
Monroe Book, Abilene, Kansas.
Hain-Dourte: Loine Ardis, d. of Rev.
and Mrs. Jesse Dourte, Manheim, Pa.,
and James Albert, s. of Rev. and Mrs.
Homer Hain, Aug. 7, at the Mastersonville Church with the fathers of the
bride and groom officiating.
Horst-Hoffman: Nancy D., d. of Mr.
and Mrs. John Hoffman, Jr., Maytown,
Pa., and Benjamin H. Ill, s. of Mr. and
Mrs. B. H. Horst, Mt. Joy, Pa., Aug. 15,
in the Trinity Lutheran Church with
Rev. W. L. Koder officiating, assisted by
Warren Hoffman, brother of the bride.
Kaczorowski-Bryant: Linda, d. of Mr.
and Mrs. Lacey Bryant and George
Kaczorowski, s. of Mr. and Mrs. Kaczorowski, July 18, in the Marlyn
Avenue Church, Baltimore, Pastor
Hubert Stern officiating.
Keefer-Teter: Rhona Teter, d. of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Teter and Earl Keefer, Jr.,
s. of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Keefer, Sr.,
Millersburg, Pa., July 27.
Lininger-Karper: Pati, d. of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Karper and Larry Lininger,
both of Shippensburg, Pa., Aug. 16 in
the Mt. Rock church, Rev. Bruce Urey
officiating.
Musser-Lesher: Charlene Faye, Greencastle, Pa., and Kenneth Eugene Musser,
Shippensburg, Pa., at the Five Forks
Church Aug. 15, by Rev. James W. Esh.
Myers-Moth: Jacalyne Mary, d. of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Moth, New London,
Conn., and Ronald J., s. of Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel O. Myers, Fairfield, Pa., in the
Methodist Church, June 6, with Rev.
Percy Smith officiating.
Sheets-Moss: Catherine, d. of Mrs.
Paul Moss, Dallas Center, Iowa, and
Wilbur, s. of Mrs. Rex Elliston, Creston,
O., in the Dallas Center Church, May
30, with Rev. Millard Haldeman officiating, assisted by Rev. H. Melvin Boose.
Shuck-Peck: Doris Faye Peck, Waynesboro and Terry Shuck, Waynesboro by
Rev. James W. Esh, June 21, at the
Hollowell Church, Pa.
Speicher-Hamman: Carol Hamman,
Belleville, Pa., and Jacob Speicher,
McVeytown, Pa., July 25, Rev. Barton
Starr officiating, in the Big Valley
Brethren in Christ Church, Belleville, Pa.

Stern-Whittaker: Doris Ann, d. of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Whittaker, Orchard Park,
N. Y., and Earl Robert Stern, s. of Rev.
and Mrs. Aaron Stern, Ontario, Calif., in
the Wesleyan Church, Orchard Park,
Aug. 8, with Rev. Paul Markell officiating, assisted by Rev. Aaron Stern.
Thomas-Martin: Carolyn Kay, d.-of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Martin, Elizabeth town, Pa., and Dwight W. Thomas,
s. of Rev. and Mrs. Erwin W. Thomas,
Nappanee, Ind., Aug. 22, in the Elizabethtown Church with Rev. Thomas
officiating, assisted by Rev. Glenn Ginder, pastor of the bride.
Trainor-Agar: Marilyn, d. of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Agar, Marlette, Mich., and
Leon, s. of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Trainor,
Snover, Mich., Aug. 15, at the Mooretown Church with Rev. Melvin Stauffer
officiating.

OBITUARIES
Barr: Esther G. Barr, Greencastle, Pa.,
passed away July 30, at the age of 64.
She was the daughter of the late Ira C.
and Grace Petrie Barr. She attended the
Hollowell Church. She is survived by
three sisters: Mrs. Clarence Stitt, State
Line; Mrs. James Fodor, Trenton, N.J.;
and Mrs. Chas. Moore, Waynesboro, Pa.;
four brothers: Oscar, Greencastle,
H a r o l d , Smithsburg, Md., Walter,
Waynesboro and Edgar, Lincoln, Mass.
Funeral services were conducted at Zimmerman Funeral Home with Rev. Paul
McBeth officiating. Burial was in the
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Garner: Clyde Wayne Garner, Grantham, Pa., was born Oct. 27, 1930, and
passed away June 24. He is survived by
his wife, June and four children: Cheryl,
Leisa, James and Jodi Lynne. Funeral
services were conducted by the pastor,
Rev. LeRoy B. Walters. Interment in the
Grantham Memorial Park.
Heffley: Fannie S. Heffley, born June
7, 1891, passed away Aug. 18. Her
husband, Miles, preceded her in death
five years ago. Surviving are two sons:
Melvin, Mt. Joy, Pa., and Ralph, Manheim, Pa.; also a daughter, Mrs. Philip
Gallagher, Mt. Holly, N. J. She was a
member of the Mastersonville Church
where services were conducted with
Rev. Jesse Dourte and Rev. Arthur
Brubaker officiating. Interment in the
Mastersonville Cemetery.
Sider: Christina Sider, d. of the late
Bishop and Mrs. John Sider of Wainfleet, Ontario, was born Feb. 17, 1889,
and passed away Aug. 14. She was a
member of the Wainfleet Church from
which the funeral service was held by
Rev. Edward Gilmore assisted by Rev.
William Charlton. She is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Abbie McCulloh and Mrs.
Amos Dick. Interment was in the Maple
Lawn Cemetery.
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Between Brethren

THE PEACE SYMBOL
Demonic or Christian?
The familiar and ever present peace symbol has become a
sign of both peace and controversy. Varied and contradictory statements are made as to its meaning and its origin.
The now well known symbol of the inverted cross within
a circle came into prominence following the Nuclear
Disarmament Campaign march from London to Aldermaston in the Spring of 1958. One of the interpretations of
the symbol relates to this concern for nuclear disarmament.
The so called inverted cross had similarity to the semaphore
signs for the letters "N" and "D" (Nuclear Disarmament) as
they would be made by a flag signaler. The circle was added
for aesthetic purposes.
This explanation may be accurate for the adaptation and
use by the current peace movement. But it appears that the
present symbol was an adaptation rather than a creation by
the peace movement. The basic symbol is of more ancient
origin.
The so called inverted or broken cross is the symbol for
"the man dies." ( / K )• The fact that the mark appears like
a crow's foot or a deformed foot print may have resulted in
the symbol being identified as a witch's foot. But the
symbol had no demonic or evil significance except the sign
of man's mortality.
Another historical sidelight in the use of this symbol has
been reported by Ronald Isho, a student at Ohio State
University. Writing in the Lantern, a student publication,
Mr. Isho cites the use of the inverted cross during the
Middle Ages. Early protestors against the monolithic
Catholic Church used a cross similar to the one used in the
peace symbol.
These "pre-protestants" were branded as "AntiChrists"
by the church—an accusation similar to that used in
reference to the peace symbol. It does seem ironic that the
symbol used by those who withdrew from the Catholic
Church of the Middle Ages should now be called demonic
by those who are the very heirs of early protestants.
Gerald C. Studer writing in the Gospel Herald states that
in researching recognized and authoritative texts on symbols and signs he found no reference to any evil connotation to this so called inverted cross. The broken cross, as
the symbol has sometimes been called, is a misnomer. The
broken cross is a different symbol from the inverted cross.
Mr. Studer continues, "To call the peace symbol 'a new
symbol of the anti-Christ spirit' and the 'communist peace
symbol' is but another example of the way many Christians
play into the hands of both the AntiChrists and communists. For both thrive on anything that will arouse fear and
hatred in the hearts of people."

He concludes his treatment of this symbol and its use
with the following:
"With all the controversy that has stormed around this
peace symbol, we could avoid misunderstanding by using
Kenneth Hiebert's symbol [the MCC symbol] since the
dove and the conventional cross are unmistakably Christian."
Out of all this comes two lessons for our church and for
each of us as members. The one is that the value of a
symbol can and may be lost. A symbol is intended to
convey truth. If it hinders rather than conveys one may
well question its value.
The other lesson is that the church may well find
herself—as did her Lord—identified with some strange
associates. The desire and cause of peace would seem to be
a legitimate concern for Christians. Jesus said that the
peacemakers would be called the children of God. Just
because non-Christians or even communists claim to desire
peace should hardly be the reason for Christians to oppose
it. There is a real and present danger for the church, out of
its fear of communism, to take its cue from the militant
and the military who believe that the road to peace is
through force and the greatness of a nation is in proportion
to her military strength.
In all of this it may be wisdom for some of us to
reconsider the value of the symbol. For others of us it may
be necessary to evaluate our own commitment to Christ's
teaching on peace and the Christian's role as a peacemaker
and our willingness to suffer reproach for it.
JOHN E. ZERCHER

A well prepared treatment of the peace' symbol was written by
Gerald Studer for the Gospel Herald and appears in the August 11
issue. We are indebted to Mr. Studer for his research and to the
Gospel Herald for permission to quote from this article.
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